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I can't pretend that if I see you
All these feelings aint gonna come running back to me
But then again after I think about it they never went
away in the first place
I don't understand why being with me was so out of
reach
I guess ill have to get used to the fact that I'm just not
what you need

I'll take down all the pictures of us
I swear I'll try to forget your number
You'll start all over with another
I'd say that I'm happy for you but I'm not
Thought you'd be there for me forever
Whys it so hard to be together
In my eyes there was nothing better
I gave you my everything but now you're gone

[Chorus]
Tell me where'd I go wrong
I deserve an explanation fore I let you go
I guess I wasn't so strong
Cuz all I can do right now is wish that you would come
home
Was I blind all along
I know I never even saw it coming
Can i handle this
When its you I miss
Boy I can't resist
Tell me where did I go wrong

I tell myself that you weren't worth my time
And that ill never let you mean a thing to me
But what the hell you up and left me
And you never gave a reason why you had to leave
I shoulda known that there was nothing i could ever do
To make you change your ways
But boy i knew that what you did to me
Turned out to be your biggest mistake

I'll take down all the pictures of us
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I swear I'll try to forget your number
You'll start all over with another
I'd say that I'm happy for you but I'm not
Thought you'd be there for me forever
Whys it so hard to be together
In my eyes there was nothing better
I gave you my everything but now you're gone

[Chorus]
Tell me where'd I go wrong
I deserve an explanation fore I let you go
I guess I wasn't so strong
Cuz all I can do right now is wish that you would come
home
Was I blind all along
I know I never even saw it coming
Can i handle this
When its you I miss
Boy I can't resist
Tell me where did I go wrong

[Bridge]
Don't wanna be alone
But I learn to move on
I'm gonna be alright without you yeah
I'm gonna take my time
Eventually Ill find someone
But you still can't tell me where

[Chorus x2]
Tell me where'd I go wrong
I deserve an explanation fore I let you go
I guess I wasn't so strong
Cuz all I can do right now is wish that you would come
home
Was I blind all along
I know I never even saw it coming
Can i handle this
When its you I miss
Boy I can't resist
Tell me where did I go wrong
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